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Introduction
In this article, a herbal based liquor and three

different orange juices were chosen for

enrichment purposes. Both sets of drinks are

aqueous based and require some form of

enrichment and removal of water for trace

level analysis by GC. 

Slight differences in the ingredients can

drastically change the taste of a drink. The

unique smell and taste of different brands of

drinks often are due to minor differences in

their volatile components. Therefore, it is

important to maintain a consistent

composition of the drinks to ensure

customer satisfaction. Many of the analytes in

these drinks are volatile and most are

present at trace level. Some of the trace level

analytes cannot be detected with Static

Headspace analysis.  DHS offers an approach

to continuously enrich the analytes making it

possible to detect and quantify them by

Mass Spectrometry (MS).

This article compares DHS with other sample

enrichment techniques such as Solid Phase

Microextraction (SPME), and Stir Bar Sorptive

Extraction (SBSE) using Twister stir bars.

In DHS, a sample is continuously purged with

an inert gas, usually the GC carrier gas, and

the volatile compounds are continuously

retained onto an adsorptive trap.  The trap

can then be dried to remove any residual

water which may have been collected.

Reducing the amount of water is necessary

to obtain good chromatography of the

analytes which have been enriched.   Figure

1 shows a schematic view of the automated

DHS Process.

Firstly, the sample is heated to a required

temperature. This allows the sample to form

an equilibrium between the liquid and the

gas phase in the same manner as Static

Headspace analysis. A dual needle then

pierces the septa and an inert gas, usually

helium, is passed through enabling analytes

to be trapped onto the adsorptive trap.

Some residual water may have been retained

on the trap. Therefore, there is an option to

dry purge the trapped sample. If this is

required, the dual needle pierces a clean vial

and the adsorptive trap is then dried with a

set volume of helium at a specified

temperature. The trap, containing sample

analytes, is transferred into the thermal

desorption unit (TDU). A fast temperature

ramp is used to desorb the extracted

analytes from the TDU onto the Cold Inlet

System (CIS) which is set at a cold

temperature to focus the analytes of interest.

Once the analytes have been focussed into a

tight band on the CIS, another fast

temperature ramp is used to desorb the

extracts onto the GC column.

Full evaporation technique (FET) is used to

enhance the detection of volatile analytes by

DHS. A low volume aliquot of each drink is

placed into an empty headspace vial. The

vial is heated to 80°C allowing the analytes in

the sample to vaporise whilst leaving the low

volatile matrix behind. The FET technique is

performed by using a small volume of

sample and vaporising the analytes in the

headspace vial completely, without having to

rely on establishing equilibrium between two
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Static Headspace analysis [1] is the most common sample introduction technique for volatile analysis by Gas Chromatography (GC). It

works by analysing the vapour above the sample at equilibrium.  However, for detection of trace level analytes, this may not be the most

suitable method and some form of enrichment may be necessary. For certain analytes, over a 100 fold increase in sensitivity can be

achieved with Dynamic Headspace (DHS) analysis when compared to Static Headspace analysis.  This article compares DHS with other

sample enrichment techniques such as Solid Phase Microextraction (SPME), and Stir Bar Sorptive Extraction (SBSE) using Twister stir bars.

Figure 1: Schematic view of the automated DHS process
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phases [2, 3]. The low sample volume used in

DHS increases the sensitivity of analytes. This

phenomenon may seem counterintuitive,

however, this is possible by DHS as the

technique effectively enriches most of the

analytes. 

Twister Stir Bar Sorptive Extraction (SBSE)

and Headspace Solid Phase Microextraction

(Headspace SPME) are techniques also

available to enrich analytes of interest.

Twister SBSE is a technique used to enrich

analytes onto a magnetic stirrer bar. The

most common Twister is coated with a

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) phase. The

Twister bar can be either submerged in an

aqueous sample, or can be suspended in the

headspace.  For the purposes of this article,

the Twister is submerged in aqueous

samples. The aqueous samples are then

placed onto a stirrer plate and stirred for a

period of time. Each Twister bar should then

be dried with tissue. The enriched analytes

are subsequently desorbed in the GC inlet.

With Headspace SPME, an SPME fibre is

introduced into the headspace and analytes

partition into the coating on the fibre. After a

fixed time, the fibre is removed and

desorbed in the GC inlet. A wide range of

fibre coatings are available and this can

enable selective extraction of target analytes.

Method
The first series of experiments was designed

to determine the differences between the

different sampling techniques.  A herbal

based liquor was chromatographed using

Static Headspace analysis, Headspace SPME,

Twister SBSE, and DHS using the same GC

temperature program and MS conditions.

100 μl of the herbal based liquor was used

for DHS, SPME, and Twister SBSE; 2 ml of the

herbal based liquor was used for Static

Headspace; 5-6 replicates were performed to

gain understanding of precision using each

technique. Estragole and Anethole were also

quantified in the herbal based liquor by DHS. 

Finally, the three different orange juices were

chromatographed using the same DHS

method as for the herbal based liquor to

identify if differences could be determined

between the different sources of juice. 50 μl

of each orange juice was used for DHS; six

replicates were performed on orange juice A;

individual injections of oranges juices B and

C were performed. Table 1 shows the

method conditions used for the analysis.

Results and Discussion 

Figure 2 shows an example chromatogram of

the herbal based liquor by DHS. Several of

the volatile ingredients can be observed by

DHS.  Only Limonene and Anethole were

detected by Static Headspace analysis. Over

a 100 fold increase in sensitivity was

observed for Anethole using DHS when

compared to the Static Headspace analysis

for the herbal based liquor. Table 2 shows

precision obtained for a number of analytes

by DHS, Twister SBSE and Headspace SPME.

For DHS, the percentage relative standard

deviation (% RSD) for Limonene and Eugenol

Table 1: Instrumentation and method conditions

Figure 2: Example chromatogram of the herbal based liquor by DHS
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was poor (both >16%). Further method

development would be required on these

two analytes using DHS to improve the

precision. Figure 3 shows the linearity results

for Anethole and Estragole.  Anethole was

present in the herbal based liquor at 13

µg/ml and Estragole was present at 0.16

µg/ml. Sensitivity increases were also

observed for Twister SBSE and Headspace

SPME when compared to Static Headspace

analysis. For Headspace SPME, poor peak

shape was observed for Limonene. It is

thought that this is due to high amounts of

water being injected onto the GC. Figure 4

shows the poor peak shape observed for

Limonene by Headspace SPME.  For Twister

SBSE, certain analytes were not detected in

comparison to DHS.  Furfural was not

detected using Twister SBSE. It was thought

that Furfural, being hydrophilic, would stay in

the highly aqueous solvent and would not

interact with the PDMS coating on the

Twister bar.

Several of the ingredients in orange juice

could be detected by DHS. Figure 5 shows

varying levels of the analytes in the three

different juices. Six replicas of orange juice A

were analysed. Percentage RSDs for

Limonene, P-menth-1-en-4-ol, Linalool were

all below 5%. Further method development

would be required on Eremophilene which

was calculated to be 14 % RSD. Precision for

β-Pinene was calculated to be 8.5 % RSD.

Conclusion 
DHS offers a good automated enrichment

process for the volatile components in the

herbal based liquor and orange juice.

Acceptable quantitation of trace level

analytes can be carried out using DHS in

aqueous based matrices. Other sample

enrichment techniques such as Twister SBSE

and Headspace SPME can also be used to

give more information on analytes present in

Figure 3: Linearity for Anethole and Estragole by DHS

Table 2: Percentage relative standard deviation (%RSD) for a range of analytes in the herbal based liquor using DHS, Twister SBSE, and Headspace SPME

Figure 4: Example chromatogram of the herbal based liquor by Headspace SPME showing poor peak shape observed for
Limonene
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the herbal based liquor and orange juice

when compared to Static Headspace

analysis.
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Figure 5: Comparison different orange juices by DHS

Easy HPLC Method Transitions
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc provides invaluable assistance with the HPLC Method Development Calculator to

chromatographers looking to optimise methods with the latest column technologies. This interactive range of online

tools is hosted on the Thermo Scientific Chromatography Resource Centre and helps calculate initial conditions for

gradient and isocratic methods. In addition, an LC column selection tool is provided to assist in the choice of the

appropriate column for any application. 

With the ability to significantly reduce the time spent in experimentally defining optimal analysis condition, the HPLC

Method Development Calculator provides users with quick and easy access to the technical expertise of

chromatographers at Thermo Fisher Scientific.

For more information please visit www.thermofisher.com
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